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Abstract

A major concernwhen analyzing such systemsis the exis-

tenceof an entropypair (r•(u),q(u)), r•, q scalarfunctions
It is demonstrated how entropy pairs can be obtained for
symmetrizable systemsof conservationlaws by solvingEuler's differential equation. This procedure suggestsa way
of discretizingthe conservationlaws suchthat the resulting
difference schemeis entropy conservative. This technique
will result in entropy conservativeschemesof arbitrary order of accuracyas long as the differenceoperatorssatisfya
summation-by-parts rule. Having establishedentropy conservation, it is straightforwardto prove generalizedenergy
estimatesfor the semidiscreteequationsby solvingEuler's
differential equation.

and r• convex, satisfying the additional conservationlaw

(2)

•t+qz --0

for smoothsolutionsu of eq. (1). It is well known[2. 7]
that such an entropy pair exists if[ the hyperbolic system

(1) is symmetrizable,
i.e., thereexistsa changeof variables
u = u(v) suchthat the Jacobiansuv, gv are symmetric;
g(v) _=f(u(v)). Furthermore,uv is assumed
to be positive
definite, u• > 0 for short.

It is easyto seethat eq. (1) impliesan additionalconservationlaw [6]if the entropycondition
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(3)
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holds; r• denotesthe gradient

i

The continuous

problem

Tf• = q•T
r/•

ß

r•u ---

O•ar/

We shall consider one-dimensional hyperbolic systemsof
the form

(1)

with a similar definition of q•. Although theoretically very

ut + fx =0,

0)=

x G (0,1),

elegant,eq. (3) may be hard to solveexplicitlyfor q and q.

t>0

where
u,f(u) • Ra. At theboundaries
weprescribe
data!)
for the ingoing characteristics,which will be definedlater.
Jacobians will be denoted by

Therefore, we propose a simple solution procedure based
on Euler's differential equation. Furthermore, the solutions
will be obtained in a form that is suitable for proving the

existenceof a generalizedenergyestimatefor eq. (1) and
its semidiscrete counterpart.

Assumingthat eq. (1) is symmetrizableby meansof a
changeof variablesu = u(v) yields
A=g•=(g-O)•+O•,

O•fa

...

O•dfa

whereG - G(v) is an arbitrary function.Take G to be the
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Ovv = -O + g .: '..O(v) =

1g(Ov)dO.

f• = (G•v)• + Gvv•,

374
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which is a variant of the skew-symmetricform described

in [10]. It followsimmediatelythat G•, is symmetric.Sim•t = (r•vv)t + uv•,

whereU(v) is the solutionof

(7)

rA,• = -r• + • •--• u½,) =

Being the inverseof the symmetric positive definite matrix
v•,, it follows that u• is SPD. Now, v,•f,• = %,•f,,, which

is symmetric[1]. The equationabovethusshowsthat #•
is symmetric.The entropycondition(3) can now be expressedas (by applyingthe chainrule to #(v) • f(u(v))
and r(v) • q(u(v)))

ilarly,

(6)

95

vTgvvu= (Vu
r rv)r •

•(O•)dO,

T

vTgv-- rv ,

which clearly showsthat U,, is symmetric positive definite

(SPD). Hence,

whichafter transposition
yields(g•,symmetric)
(9)

0 = vT(ut+ f•)

gvv--rv.

But this is Euler's differential equation for g with r• as

forcing[4]. Similarly,the chainrule implies
where the last equality followsbecauseof the symmetry of
the JacobiansUs, and G•,. Thus, defining

(s)

the additional

conservation

law

r/t + q• = 0.

where•(v) =_r](u(v)). Thus. neitheru(v) nor g(v) will.

(tl)

qu= (vTg _ vTG)u= v•T(vT9 - v•G)•,
where the last equality is a consequenceof the chain rule.
Hence. the product rule yields

....

T Tv = (9•v•)rv = fT•,v .
q• = v,•g•.
Similarly,

•=(u•v•)*v=v,
whence
T

% f• = q• ß

0

'

•(v)_=
•o:t
•dO.
Supposethat u(v) is homogeneousof degree p. i.e.,
u(Xv')= XPu(v)forsomep • R. Thenby eq. (11) (w = Xv)
that is,

Ov(,•%')
•--)•p+l

% (g• v + 9 - G - G•v)

sinceG•. is symmetric.Invoking(4) oncemoreyields

•(•)=Jo(0•)
•o=o,,

where

Now. by (4) and (S) it followsthat

T

•,•' = •.•

in general, be homogeneous
functions. The solution of
eq. (10) can be written as

q(•)--

we obtain

(•0)

Upon normalizing0(0) = 0 we obtain

(12)

e(/•7?)--,•P+lo(u)ß

Conversely,
0(Av)= •p+lo(u) •

•(•v) = •P•(u). Con-

sequently,u(v) is homogeneous
of degreep iff O(v) is homogeneous
of degreep + 1. Similarly,g(v) = •(v) is
homogeneous
of degreep iff •(v) is homogeneous
of degree
p + 1, where

½(•) •

do,

Furthermore,r/•, = v•, > 0. Consequently,
(r/,q) constitutes an entropy pair.

Before proceedingto the semidiscretecasewe make one

whichfollowsfromeq. (9). Thus,eq. (1) canbe re-written
• [7]

moreobservation
aboutthe entropycondition(3). Follow- (13)
ut + fx = ut + g• = (Ov)t+ (O•,)x= O.
ing Mock [7] we definethe new variablev = rh,. Then
an explicitfamilyof symmetrizv• = r]u, > 0 because of convexity, whence the transfor- Harten[3]hasconstructed
ing
transformations
satisfying
u•v - pu, #•v = p#, for
mation v = v(u) is well defined. Clearly,v•, is symmetric.
Furthermore,

gv -- fury = Uv(Vufu)•v.

the Euler equationsof gas dynamics. The homogeneity
assumptionwill be of fundamental importance when analyzing the semidiscretescheme.
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The semidiscrete problem

We now turn to the semidiscreteproblem. Rather than

discretizing
eq. (1) directlywe first useeq. (5) to reformulate the space operator.

UvV = SU, s • O.

Hence,
1

ut+(GvV)z+GvV,c=O,
(14) Lor(V)v(O,t)
=0

z•(0,1),

VuU •

t>0

--V.
$

Substitutingthis into eq. (19) leadsto

•(x, 0) = •(x),
where Lo(v) representsthe characteristicboundaryconditions. For conveniencewe only considersolutionssupported at x = 0. The generalizationto includeboundary
conditions at x = 1 is straightforward. Furthermore, we
confineourselvesto homogeneous
boundary conditions.It
will be shownin a future paper how to handle inhomoge-

(L0•(v0)v0/s)t
=0.
Consequently,
the analyticboundaryconditions
Lor(Vo)
ß
v0 = 0 are fulfilled for t > 0 if the initial data satisfy
the boundary conditions. We have thus shown that the
semidiscrete

solution

(20)

neous boundary conditions.

(•

We nowassume
that the transformation
u -- u(v) satisfies
(cf. [3])

satisfies

œ•'v= 0, t > 0,

Definethe gridfunctions
vT = (v0
T ...v•) anduT =
...
u• = u(v•) Thesemidiscrete
scheme
is for- which is equivalent to

mulated

as

(21)

v: Pry.

., ut + P(DG'v + G'Dv) = -L(LrV'L)-I(LrV')tu

(•ø;•,(0)

We also note that P has the followingstructure:

whereG• = diag(G•(v•)), G•(v2) definedby eq. (4),

Lr = (L•(v)0 ...0), V' : diag(v•(uj)),v•(uj) being

p=

the Jacobianof the transformationv = v(u); P is the pro-

I

, Po,I • RdXd,
', .

jection operator defined by

P = I - L(LrV'L)-•LrV'

whichimplies(u,Pv)h = (P•'u,v)•,.
Scalarmultiplicationof eq. (15) yields

and D is a differenceoperator satisfyinga summation-by-

(v,ut)h = -(v, P(DG'v + G'Dv))• - (v,Lw)• .

parts rule •5, 8, 9]

(16)

(u,Dv)h:

•N•N
y

r

-- •0•0
r

r

--

(Du,v)a,

where(h denotesthe meshsize)
N

(•7)

(•,•)• = ••.
j=0

Multiply eq. (15) by P. Hence,

(•8)

P,, + P(DC'• + C'D•) = 0

Subtractionof eq. (18) from (15) yields

wherew = (LTVtL)-I(LTVt)tlg. Hence,

½,•,)• = -(P•,

(DC'• + C'o•))• - (•, Z•,)•.

But v = P•'v, whence

(•,,•,•)• = -½, (O•' v + •'m) ),• Now,

(p•,Lw)• = (•,p•w)• = o
sincePL =_O. Consequently(v is assumedto have compact supportfor convenience),

(z- P)., = -z(z*v'z)-•(z•v')•.
whichuponmultiplication
by LrV ' fromthe left implies

(LrV'u)t =0.
Only the first element of the left hand side is nonzero.
Thus,

(•9)

(Z•T('•0)'",(-0)"0),
= 0.

(22) (v,ut)• =
-(v,OG'v)a
- (v,G'Ov)h
: vo•a•(•o)•o,
where we used summationby parts and (u,G•v)h =
(G'u, v)a. Next we employeq. (6)

(23)
(v,ut)h= (v,(U'v)t)a
+ (v,U'vt)h
= Zd(v.U'v)a,
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The reason for this is that the homogeneity assumptions

where

actually allow us to derive eq. (28) without introducing

U' -=diag(Uv(vj)).

U(v)andG(v). Since
g•issymmetric
wehaveA = QTg•Q,

Introducethe notation(cf. eq. (8))

wherethe columnsof Q are the (orthogonal)eigenvectors
of g•. Partition

vøvv
(vø)vø)
(%a,,(vo)vo
)
ß

ß

e----

,

ti•

Ao

'

wherethe elementsof At are givenby •j > 0; the elements

and

of Ao satisfyAj < 0. The characteristic
variablesX are

ß

q=

ß

defined
as(v • Ra)
X = Qrv.

v•G•(v2v)v•v

Eqs. (22) and (23) canthen be combined
into

(24)

Let X• = Q•v andXo = Q•v denote
the in- andoutgoing characteristic
variables.The characteristicboundary
conditions can thus be expressedas

(e.tit + Oq)h= 0,

whichis the discretecounterpartof eq. (2). The following
propositionhasthusbeenestablished:

Proposition 2.1 Suppose
that the conservation
law (1)

= o ,: ,,.

= 0,

Eq.(28)canthusbeexpressed
as(v • Rd(N+l)nowdenotesa grid vector)

can be symmetrizedby meansof a variabletransformation

u(v),g(v) --_f(u(v)), satisfyingu•.v
= su,g•v = sg,s • O.

dt

The• the semidiscrete
initial-boundaryvalueproblem(15)

aut (cf. (20),

is entropy conservative.

Pry = v •

It is obvious
fromeq. (7) that Uv > 0 (andsymmetric).
We thus have a generalizedscalar product

LJ(vo)vo
= 0•

X• = O.

Integrationwith respectto t thus proves

Proposition 2.2 Suppose
that the conservation
law (1)
XX• use "generalized"
to emphasizethat the scalarprod-

can besymmetrizedbymeansof a variabletransformation

uct itself may depend on the solution u. For symmetric

u(v), g(v) • f(u(v)), satis•ingu•v = su, g•v = st, s •
0,-1. Thenthe solutionof the semidiscrete
problem(15)

hyperbolic
systems,
however,
onehasU•= (1/2)1 (cf.the
linearcase).Combining
eqs.(22), (23) yields

(26)

•

satisfiesthe generalizedenergyestimate

= v•G•(vo)vo
ß

The homogeneity•sumptions u•v = su and g•v = sg,

for homogeneous
characteristicbo•ndaw conditions.

s • 0 imply that

(27)

1

U(v) = --u(v)
s+l

1'

' G(v) - s+l g(v) '

wheres > -1, s • 0. Definethe generalizedscalarproduct

(u,v)h • (u,u%)h,

u• = diag(u•(vj)).

Eq. (26) canthusbe written as

(28)
It shouldberemarked
that eq.(28)holdsforanys • -1,0,
althoughU(v) and G(v) are welldefinedonlyfor s > -1.

Remark

•.1 It should be noted that the energ• estimate

followsfor any discretedifferenceoperatorD satisfying
a s•mmation-by-partsr•le (16) with respectto a scalar
productof theform (i 7). Ezplicit 3rd, 4th, and 5th order
accurateezamplescanbefoundin [9].
The Euler equationsof gas dynamicssatisfy all of the
hypotheses
of proposition2.2 [3]. Thus, it is possibleto
generateentropy-conservative
finite differenceapproximations of arbitrary order for the Euler equations.Furthermore, if shocksare presentone can add artificial viscosity

to (1•) suchthat the resultingschemewill satisfyan entrop• inequality.This is the topic of a forthcomingpaperß
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